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Written by a highly respected scholar of Thomas Aquinas's writings, this volume offers a comprehensive presentation of Aquinas's metaphysical thought. It is based on a thorough examination of his texts
organized according to the philosophical order as he himself describes it rather than according to the theological order. In the introduction and opening chapter, John F. Wippel examines Aquinas's view on
the nature of metaphysics as a philosophical science and the relationship of its subject to divine being. Part One is devoted to his metaphysical analysis of finite being. It considers his views on the problem of
the One and the Many in the order of being, and includes his debt to Parmenides in formulating this problem and his application of analogy to finite being. Subsequent chapters are devoted to participation in
being, the composition of essence and esse in finite beings, and his appeal to a kind of relative nonbeing in resolving the problem of the One and the Many. Part Two concentrates on Aquinas's views on the
essential structure of finite being, and treats substance-accident composition and related issues, including, among others, the relationship between the soul and its powers and unicity of substantial form. It
then considers his understanding of matter-form composition of corporeal beings and their individuation. Part Three explores Aquinas's philosophical discussion of divine being, his denial that God's existence
is self-evident, and his presentation of arguments for the existence of God, first in earlier writings and then in the "Five Ways" of his Summa theologiae. A separate chapter is devoted to his views on
quidditative and analogical knowledge of God. The concluding chapter revisits certain issues concerning finite being under the assumption that God's existence has now been established. John F. Wippel,
professor of philosophy at The Catholic University of America, was recently awarded the prestigious Aquinas Medal by the American Catholic Philosophical Association. In addition to numerous articles and
papers, Wippel has coauthored or edited several other works, including Metaphysical Themes in Thomas Aquinas and The Metaphysical Thought of Godfrey of Fontaines, both published by CUA Press.
PRAISE FOR THE BOOK: "The quality of Wippel's historical research and interpretation and the detail of his argumentation make this a work that will have to be taken account of in any further studies of this
topic."- John Boler, International Studies in Philosophy "A carefully and solidly argued presentation of Aquinas's metaphysics by a scholar of medieval philosophy and a superb metaphysician. It should stand
on the library shelf of every student of medieval philosophy, sharing the stage with Wippel's other dependable works."--Prof. Stephen F. Brown, Boston College "In Wippel we have a master of medieval
metaphysics who is at the height of his powers and who can bring to bear on this work of interpretation years of study, not only of Aquinas but also of the whole context of medieval metaphysics in which
Aquinas thought and wrote. The result is a monumental work which will quickly become the definitive work on Aquinas's metaphysics."--Prof. Eleonore Stump, St. Louis University "Wippel proposes to 'set
forth Thomas Aquinas's metaphysical thought, based on his own texts, in accord with the philosophical order. . . .' This is a bold, even audacious proposal, but one that Wippel succeeds in realizing, thanks to
his expansive and detailed knowledge of a field in which he has worked for more than twenty years. He has total command not only of the works of Thomas, of his sources, and of his earliest commentators,
but also of the secondary literature of this century in English, Italian, French, German, and Spanish."--Gregorianum [A] positively magisterial account of its subject
Thomas Aquinas authored many works, but his greatest achievement is undoubtedly the Summa Theologiae, which presents his most mature thinking and the best introduction to his philosophical and
theological ideas. Distinguishing itself from other secondary works on Aquinas, this volume focuses solely on the Summa, with essays by some of the best Aquinas scholars of the last half-decade. It offers a
solid introduction to one of the landmarks of Western thinking. -- Back cover.
First published in 1987. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
This book provides a chronological introduction to the science of motion and rest based on the reading and analysis of significant portions of Galileo’s Dialogues Concerning Two New Sciences, Pascal’s
Treatise on the Equilibrium of Fluids and the Weight of the Mass of Air, Newton’s Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy, and Einstein’s Relativity. Each chapter begins with a short introduction
followed by a reading selection. Carefully crafted study questions draw out key points in the text and focus the reader’s attention on the author’s methods, analysis, and conclusions. Numerical and
laboratory exercises at the end of each chapter test the reader’s ability to understand and apply key concepts from the text. Space, Time and Motion is the second of four volumes in A Student’s Guide
through the Great Physics Texts. This book grew out of a four-semester undergraduate physics curriculum designed to encourage a critical and circumspect approach to natural science, while at the same
time preparing students for advanced coursework in physics. This book is particularly suitable as a college-level textbook for students of the natural sciences, history or philosophy. It also serves as a textbook
for advanced high-school students, or as a thematically-organized source-book for scholars and motivated lay-readers. In studying the classic scientific texts included herein, the reader will be drawn toward a
lifetime of contemplation.
Summarizing a decade of research in game design and learning, Postsecondary Play will appeal to higher education scholars and students of learning, online gaming, education, and the media.
PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS is the only text specifically written for institutions that offer a calculus-based physics course for their life science majors. Authors Raymond A. Serway and John W. Jewett have
revised the Fifth Edition of PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS to include a new worked example format, new biomedical applications, two new Contexts features, a revised problem set based on an analysis of
problem usage data from WebAssign, and a thorough revision of every piece of line art in the text. The Enhanced WebAssign course for PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS is very robust, with all end-of-chapter
problems, an interactive YouBook, and book-specific tutorials. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

This book presents perspectives for and by teachers, school and university administrators and educational researchers regarding the great impact pen and tablet technology can
have on classrooms and education. presents three distinctly valuable threads of research: Emerging technologies and cutting-edge software invented by researchers and
evaluated through real classroom deployments. First-hand perspectives of instructors and administrators who actively implement pen or tablet technologies in their classrooms.
Up-and-coming systems that provide insight into the future of pen, touch, and sketch recognition technologies in the classrooms and the curriculums of tomorrow. The Impact of
Pen and Touch Technology on Education is an essential read for educators who wish get to grips with ink-based computing and bring their teaching methods into the twenty-first
century, as well as for researchers in the areas of education, human-computer interaction and intelligent systems for pedagogical advancement.
Presents a collection of resources for assessing student performance.
The 2014 Asia-Pacific Conference on Computer Science and Applications was held in Shanghai, December 27-28, 2014. These CSAC-2014 proceedings include 105 selected
papers, which focus not only on the research of science and technology of computer sciences, but also on the research of applications, aiming at a quick and immediate effect on
"From leading authorities in both adolescent literacy and content-area teaching, this book addresses the particular challenges of literacy learning in each of the major academic
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disciplines. Chapters focus on how to help students successfully engage withtexts and ideas in English/literature, science, math, history, and arts classrooms. The book shows
that while general strategies for reading informational texts are essential, they are not enough--students also need to learn processing strategies that are quite specific to each
subject and its typical tasks or problems. Vignettes from exemplary classrooms illustrate research-based ways to build content-area knowledge while targeting essential reading
and writing skills"-- Provided by publisher.
In recent years, we have witnessed an explosive growth in multimedia computing, communication and applications. This revolution is transforming the way people live, work and
interact with each other, and is impacting the way business, government services, education, entertainment and health care operate. This important book summarizes recent
research topics, focusing on four major areas: (1) intelligent content-based information retrieval and virtual world, (2) quality-of-services of multimedia data, (3) intelligent
techniques for distance education, and (4) intelligent agents for e-commerce. This book has been selected for coverage in: • CC / Engineering, Computing & Technology • Index
to Scientific Book Contents® (ISBC) Contents: Metadata-Mediated Browsing and Retrieval in a Cultural Heritage Image Collection (D V Sreenath et al.)Shape Analysis and
Retrieval of Multimedia Objects (M H Safar)Perceptual Consistency for Image Retrieval (W K Leow)Multimedia Broadcasting Techniques: Present Approaches and New Trends
(B Furht et al.)On IP Traffic Monitoring (D Wei & N Ansari)Networked Multimedia Information Management for QoS-Sensitive Info-sphere (W Lee et al.)Scenario Analysis Using
Petri Nets (F O Lin)Synchronized Hypermedia Lecture Framework for Web-based Distance Education (H-Y Chen)Distance Education Over the Japan Gigabit Network (A He et
al.)Intelligent Web-based E-Commerce System (B Limthanmaphon et al.)Technologies for the Enhancement of Personalization in E-Commerce Applications (K P Hewagamage
et al.)Contract Negotiation in E-marketplaces (L Esmahi & J Ngwenya)and other articles Readership: Electrical and computer engineers, computer scientists, artificial intelligence
scientists, multimedia product developers, and researchers in the image processing and computer vision fields. Keywords:Multimedia Computing;Information Retrieval;Virtual
World;E-Commerce;Communication
Brain-Based Teaching With Adolescent Learning in MindCorwin Press
The problems present in this book bring forth the subtle points of theory, consequently developing full understanding of the topic. They are invaluable resource for any serious student of
Physics. Features - Focus on building concepts through problem solving - MCQ's with single correct and multiple correct options - Questions arranged according to complexity level Completely solved objective problems. The solutions reveals all the critical points. - Promotes self learning. Can be used as a readily available mentor for solutions. This book provides 100
objective type questions and their solutions. These questions improves your problem solving skills, test your conceptual understanding, and help you in exam preparation. The book also
covers relevant concepts, in brief. These are enough to solve problems given in this book. If a student seriously attempts all the problems in this book, he/she will naturally develop the ability to
analyze and solve complex problems in a simple and logical manner using a few, well-understood principles. Topics - Vectors - General Motion in Two Dimensions - Projectile Motion Projectile on an Inclinde Plane - Uniform Circular Motion - Curvilinear Motion
This edited volume offers a crosscutting view of STEM and is comprised of work by scholars in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics education. It offers a view of STEM from the
disciplines that comprise it, while adhering to the idea that STEM itself is an interdisciplinary treatment of all the associated disciplines in a meaningful way. This book raises and answers
questions regarding the meaning of STEM education and research. This volume is divided into three sections: the first one describes the nature of the component disciplines of STEM. The
next section presents work from leaders representing all STEM disciplines and deals with aspects such as K-12 and post-secondary education. The last section draws conclusions regarding
the natures of the disciplines, challenges and advantages of STEM education in terms of theoretical and practical implications. The two final chapters compile arguments from the research
chapters, describing themes in research results, and making recommendations for best STEM education practice, and examining areas for future research in STEM education.
The 4th edition of the Handbook of Research on Educational Communications and Technology expands upon the previous 3 versions, providing a comprehensive update on research
pertaining to new and emerging educational technologies. Chapters that are no longer pertinent have been eliminated in this edition, with most chapters being completely rewritten, expanded,
and updated Additionally, new chapters pertaining to research methodologies in educational technology have been added due to expressed reader interest. Each chapter now contains an
extensive literature review, documenting and explaining the most recent, outstanding research, including major findings and methodologies employed. The Handbook authors continue to be
international leaders in their respective fields; the list is cross disciplinary by design and great effort was taken to invite authors outside of the traditional instructional design and technology
community.
This textbook presents a basic course in physics to teach mechanics, mechanical properties of matter, thermal properties of matter, elementary thermodynamics, electrodynamics, electricity,
magnetism, light and optics and sound. It includes simple mathematical approaches to each physical principle, and all examples and exercises are selected carefully to reinforce each chapter.
In addition, answers to all exercises are included that should ultimately help solidify the concepts in the minds of the students and increase their confidence in the subject. Many boxed features
are used to separate the examples from the text and to highlight some important physical outcomes and rules. The appendices are chosen in such a way that all basic simple conversion
factors, basic rules and formulas, basic rules of differentiation and integration can be viewed quickly, helping student to understand the elementary mathematical steps used for solving the
examples and exercises. Instructors teaching form this textbook will be able to gain online access to the solutions manual which provides step-by-step solutions to all exercises contained in
the book. The solutions manual also contains many tips, coloured illustrations, and explanations on how the solutions were derived.
Presents the newest research on the adolescent brain and offers a framework for linking brain-based teaching to students' social, emotional, and cognitive needs.
This two-volume manual features detailed solutions to 20 percent of the end-of-chapter problems from the text, plus lists of important equations and concepts, other study aids, and answers to
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selected end-of-chapter questions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Games and simulations have emerged as new and effective tools for educational learning by providing interactivity and integration with online resources that are typically unavailable with
traditional educational resources. Design, Utilization, and Analysis of Simulations and Game-Based Educational Worlds presents developments and evaluations of games and computermediated simulations in order to showcase a better understanding of the role of electronic games in multiple studies. This book is useful for researchers, practitioners, and policymakers to gain
a deeper comprehension of the relationship between research and practice of electronic gaming and simulations in the educational environment.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th International Conference on E-learning and Games, Edutainment 2011, held in Taipeh, Taiwan, in September 2011. The 42 full
papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 130 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on: augemented and mixed reality in education; effectiveness of virtual reality
for education; ubiquituous games and ubiquitous technology & learning; future classroom; e-reader and multi-touch; learning performance and achievement; learning by playing; game design
and development; game-based learning/training; interactions in games; digital museum and technology, and behavior in games; educational robots and toys; e-learning platforms and tools;
game engine/rendering/animations; game-assisted language learning; learning with robots and robotics education; e-portfolio and ICT-enhanced learning; game-based testing and
assessment; trend, development and learning process of educational mini games; VR and edutainment.
Not only computer scientists, but also electrical engineers, and others interested in electronics are targeted here, and thus the presentation is directed toward understanding how a computer
works, while still providing a broad and effective one-year introduction to classical and modern physics. The first half of the book covers many of the topics found in a standard introductory
physics course, but with the selection tailored for use in the second half. This second part then covers the fundamentals of quantum mechanics, multi-electron systems, crystal structure,
semiconductor devices, and logic circuits. All the mathematical complexities treated are alleviated by intuitive physical arguments, and students are encouraged to use their own programming
to solve problems. The only prerequisite is some knowledge of calculus, and the second part can serve by itself as an introduction to the physics of electronics for students who have had a
standard two-semester introductory physics course. In this second edition, much of the material on electronic devices has been brought up to date, and there is a new chapter on integrated
circuits and heterostructures.
This volume is an attempt to synthesize the understandings we have about reading to learn. Although learning at all ages is discussed in this volume, the main focus is on middle and high
school classrooms--critical spaces of learning and thinking. The amount of knowledge presented in written form is increasing, and the information we get from texts is often conflicting. We are
in a knowledge explosion that leaves us reeling and may effectively disenfranchise those who are not keeping up. There has never been a more crucial time for students to understand, learn
from, and think critically about the information in various forms of text. Thus, understanding what it means to learn is vital for all educators. Learning from text is a complex matter that includes
student factors (social, ethnic, and cultural differences, as well as varying motivations, self-perceptions, goals, and needs); instructional and teacher factors; and disciplinary and social factors.
One important goal of the book is to encourage practicing teachers to learn to consider their students in new ways--to see them as being influenced by, and as influencing, not just the
classroom but the total fabric of the disciplines they are learning. Equally important, it is intended to foster further research efforts--from local studies of classrooms by teachers to large-scale
studies that produce generalizable understandings about learning from text. This volume--a result of the editor's and contributors' work with the National Reading Research Center--will be of
interest to all researchers, graduate students, practicing teachers, and teachers in training who are interested in understanding the issues that are central to improving students' learning from
text.
Why do so many children and older students complete their formal education with such a poor grasp of central ideas in science, mathematics and humanities? Is it because we have not yet
discovered foolproof teaching techniques? Or because we have not taught them how to think? Or is there, perhaps, some other reason? The authors begin from a common starting point: they
assert that the principal focus of learning in colleges and schools should be on changes in students' conceptions of subject matter, rather than the acquisition of quotas of factual information
and procedures. If learners do not truly understand what they have learned, they will neither remember it for very long nor be able to use it to solve everyday problems. The key to improving
learning is not to be found by searching for ' the best teaching techniques' or 'the vital learning skills'. The truth is much more challenging. The puzzle can only be unlocked by examining what
students already know about subject matter and the educational setting in which they learn it. The message to teachers and educational researchers alike is that they, too, must see
themselves as learners. There task is to learn what students understand about specific subject content - and then apply this knowledge to improving teaching.
This book contains papers presented at the International Conference on Science Education 2012, ICSE 2012, held in Nanjing University, Nanjing, China. It features the work of science
education researchers from around the world addressing a common theme, Science Education: Policies and Social Responsibilities.The book covers a range of topics including international
science education standards, public science education and science teacher education. It also examines how STEM education has dominated some countries’ science education policy, ways
brain research might provide new approaches for assessment, how some countries are developing their new national science education standards with research-based evidence and ways
science teacher educators can learn from each other.Science education research is vital in the development of national science education policies, including science education standards,
teacher professional development and public understanding of science. Featuring the work of an international group of science education researchers, this book offers many insightful ideas,
experiences and strategies that will help readers better understand and address challenges in the field.

Perspectives on Conceptual Change presents case study excerpts illustrating the influence on and processes of students' conceptual change, and analyses of these cases from
multiple theoretical frameworks. Researchers in reading education have been investigating conceptual change and the effects of students' prior knowledge on their learning for
more than a decade. During this time, this research had been changing from the general and cognitive--average effects of interventions on groups of students--to the specific and
personal--individuals' reactions to and conceptual change with text structures. Studies in this area have begun to focus on the social, contextual, and affective influences on
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conceptual change. These studies have potential to be informed by other discourses. Hence, this book shows the results of sharing data--in the form of case study excerpts--with
researchers representing varying perspectives of analyses. Instances of learning are examined from cross disciplinary views. Case study authors in turn respond to the case
analyses. The result is a text that provides multiple insights into understanding the learning process and the conditions that impact learning.
A major theme of this book is the use of computers for supporting collaborative learning. This is not surprising since computer-supported collaborative learning has become both
a widespread educational practice and a main domain of research. Moreover, collaborative learning has deep roots in Asian educational traditions. Given the large number of
researchers within this field, its scope has become very broad. Under this umbrella, one finds a variety of more specific topics such as: interaction analysis, collaboration scripts
(e.g. the Jigsaw script), communities of practice, sociocognitive conflict resolution, cognitive apprenticeship, various tools for argumentation, online discussion or collaborative
drawing tools (whiteboards), collaborative writing and the role of facilitators. Most research work on collaborative learning focuses on interactions rather than on the contents of
environments, which had been the focus in the previous decades of learning technology research. However, there is no reason to focus on one aspect to the detriment of the
other. The editors are pleased that the selected papers also cover multiple issues related to the storage, representation and retrieval of knowledge: ontologies for learning
environments and the semantic web, knowledge bases and data mining, meta-data and content management systems, and so forth. This publication also reveals a growing
interest for non-verbal educational material, namely pictures and video materials, which are already central to new popular web-based applications. This book includes
contributions that bridge both research tracks, the one focusing on interactions and the other on contents: the pedagogical use of digital portfolios, both for promoting individual
reflections and for scaffolding group interactions.
Standards in the American education system are traditionally handled on a state-by-state basis, which can differ significantly from one region of the country to the next. Recently,
initiatives proposed at the federal level have attempted to bridge this gap. Common Core Mathematics Standards and Implementing Digital Technologies provides a critical
discussion of educational standards in mathematics and how communication technologies can support the implementation of common practices across state lines. Leaders in the
fields of mathematics education and educational technology will find an examination of the Common Core State Standards in Mathematics through concrete examples, current
research, and best practices for teaching all students regardless of grade level or regional location. This book is part of the Advances in Educational Technologies and
Instructional Design series collection.
Intended for the two-semester, upper division undergraduate Classical Mechanics course, Intermediate Dynamics provides a student-friendly approach. The text begins with an
optional review of elementary physical concepts and continues to an in-depth study of mechanics. Each chapter includes numerous accessible exercises that help students
review and understand key material while rigorous end-of-chapter problems challenge students to find solutions based on concepts discussed in the chapter. Additional computer
problems are offered at the end of each chapter for those who would like to utilize numerical techniques.
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